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The harvest is finished – reflections on the 2013 vintage...
The 2013 vintage began with a winter that was neither mild nor harsh; it was, however, a very
long winter. Snowfalls lasted well into March, leading to a late spring in April followed by a
rather cool May with plenty of rainfall. The result was late flowering and a slower than normal
growth of the berries. This cool spring suddenly turned into a warm summer by the 1st of June,
and the months of June and July were hot and dry with cool nights. These warmer
temperatures helped speed up the development of vegetation, allowing the grapes to catch up
somewhat in their ripening. August was neither very hot nor cool, which permitted the grapes
to achieve optimal sugar levels by the beginning of September.
On September 7th La Spinetta began harvesting Moscato, Chardonnay and Sauvignon Blanc,
followed by Barbera, which was finished at the end of September. The late spring and warm
summer allowed us to harvest beautiful and firm Barbera grapes with thick, healthy skins. The
Nebbiolo harvest began at the end of the first week of October and was completed last week,
with low yields as usual.
Despite the unusually late picking of Nebbiolo, the fruit is very healthy, with firm skins and
showing excellent quality. 2013 promises another very good and very interesting vintage,
contributing nuances to the wines that we may discover only further down the road.

Bruno, Carlo and Giorgio Rivetti and the La Spinetta Team

A word from Giorgio
“Bella Italia, a country that needs to wake up”
I would not be a real Italian if I did not think of Italy as one of
the most beautiful countries in the world. I love to travel
throughout Italy and, I have to admit, the culture and heritage
of our food make me very proud. However, unfortunately Italy
cannot live on tourism and food and wine export alone. Can it?
With great concern, I have been following the economic and
political development that my country has been undergoing
over the past ten years. Our current situation does not make
me very proud, and for the sake of all Italians, I hope that the
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people in my country will wake up soon. We all need to understand that Italy is not an island.
We have to face world competition just as everybody else. We need to make Italy both
economically and politically interesting enough for our big companies to stay and for foreigners
to have faith to invest in Italy. We need to strengthen companies and their export, especially
in times where national buying power has ceased. A revolution in economic infrastructure, laws
and politics is necessary. Employment regulations and compensations need to be reconsidered.
Money needs to be invested in education and health care, which also need to be
revolutionized. When telling you all this, I cannot be completely objective as I was born in
Piedmont and as I see Italy from “the Piedmont angle.” My region has always been one of the
most cultured and wealthy parts of Italy, where people take pride in their land and in honest
hard work. Bella Italia, I hope you will remain bella for the sake of our children and
grandchildren.

Giorgio, the farmer

Why a wine producer attends a
bartender fair – Barconvent
Berlin 2013…
The world of mixologists or bartenders is
very
different
from
the
world
of
sommeliers. Giorgio Rivetti realized this in
person on October 9th and 10th when, for
the first time in his life, he attended a
bartender fair with Contratto and the
Vermouths. These young bartenders not
only dress quite differently from your
average sommelier, but they also don’t spit
what they taste. Gin, rum, vodka,
vermouth (straight, on the rocks or mixed
in cocktails) -- no spittoon was to be seen
anywhere. Surprisingly, and in contrary to
Italy’s biggest wine fair, VinItaly, nobody
left the fair grounds in an ambulance or
was found taking a nap on the floor…a
common sight at the end of every VinItaly. It seems that either these young people have
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developed quite a stamina for drinking, or many of them just looked at the spirit brands and
products without in fact tasting them.
To Giorgio’s rescue in this new environment came Charles Schumann, owner of Schumann’s
Bar in Munich, the German bartender legend and a very good friend of
Giorgio. Even Charles says he feels a bit out of place when he sees the
latest generation of bartenders with their tattoos, piercings, strange
hairstyles and bizarre outfits, but these young people respect him. In
fact, many even came to have their pictures taken with him and to
compliment his achievements over a lifetime of bartending. Charles
welcomes this relatively new movement of mixologists, as it finally
gives the bartender the chance to use niche products of higher quality
rather than being forced to use what industry giants dictate through
marketing budgets and contracts. Of course, Charles warns, not
everybody who calls himself a mixologist really knows what he is doing.
For Giorgio, the fair was a great validation and represented a positive
start of something new. On one side, Charles Schumann, representing
the old school of elegant, high-end bartending, very much liked the
Contratto Vermouths, and on the other, many young people were
curious to taste the new “old” Vermouth from Piedmont and were very
pleased with what found as well.

P.s. If you and your family want to taste something different during the holiday season,
why not buy some Contratto Vermouths? “You don’t know Vermouth, if you haven’t had
Contratto”! Price per bottle 19,00 Euro (excluding shipping), available also in lovely wooden
cases x 3 or x 4 bottles.
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White truffles shaved over pasta or fonduta used to be Piedmont’s
number one tourist attraction…now it’s going on a truffle hunt!
When you think of Italy, what's the first
thing that comes to mind? The Colosseum,
the Vatican, the tower of Pisa, churches
and other monuments and of course great
wine and food! You probably also know that
the country has one of the world’s most
expensive foods lying around in the dirt in
the woods up north in the Piedmont region.
(We’re talking about thousands of Euros…)
The
white
truffles
of
Alba
(Tuber
magnatum) can cost an average of 2,500
to 3,500 euros a kilo depending on the
season! There are also black truffles, which
cost about a tenth of the white, but in
terms of taste, they
seem more like
decoration in comparison to the flavor of a
white truffle. It is easy to understand why
these precious tubers are handled with gloves and priced according to how much of the paperthin shavings you order in the restaurant.
Truffle period in Alba: Black truffles are hunted between the second half of May until the end
of February. White truffles are hunted between September and the end of January. The season
basically starts with the arrival of Fall (cooler days with some rainfall) and ends with frost and
snow. The Alba International White Truffle Fair takes place every year from mid-October to
mid-November.
A relatively new opportunity for visitors lies in the wide variety of possibilities to participate in
an actual truffle hunt in the woods, under the guidance of a professional trifulau – a very
different kind of scenario from the polished silver and crystal accompanying the truffles you
might find in posh restaurants. The experience is very different from a winery visit and tasting
where you sit comfortably tasting and assessing what's given to you. You get your shoes dirty
as you follow a dog and his master, weaving your way through the woods at a (very) early
hour in the morning. And the trophy? The exhilarating experience and fun of finding the
truffles!
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Most tours begin just after sunrise and participants are asked to simply follow the truffle
hunter and his dog, crossing their fingers that the dog finds something. The fun begins when
the dog excitedly goes to
work. Truffles are embedded
under the soil, close to roots
of trees (mostly oak), and
when
the
dog
smells
something, his master digs
into the soil using a vanghetto
(a special tool for digging out
truffles) and extracts the
truffle carefully. Sometimes
the black truffles grow so
close to the surface that the
dog
actually
does
the
digging…and the eating!
This can be a very exciting experience indeed, but you should also be aware that often what is
found during a tourist truffle hunt, especially when white, might actually be a set-up. White
truffles grow, and re-grow, in their same favorite spots, locations that truffle hunters obviously
need and want to keep as secret as possible.
Disappointed? Don’t be. It is still great fun and truffle hunters may teach you how to judge the
quality of a truffle so at least when you buy one, you won’t fall into another tourist trap!

What does irrigation do to vines and why we do not irrigate…
During these last few autumn weeks when rainy days and a dense morning fog seem to be the
norm, it’s difficult to imagine a shortage of water in Piedmont. However, for those of you who
have visited us during the summer months, you know that temperatures can indeed be
scorching and often with very little precipitation (like the recent 2009 and 2011 vintages for
example…). With the change in climate characterizing recent years, the discussion of irrigation
has been raised. A lack of precipitation, particularly during the spring and summer months of
the growing season, can put a great stress on the vines. A typical grape vine needs 635-890
mm (25-35 in) of water each year to avoid stress. (1) Despite these, at times, stressful
conditions in the vineyards, at La Spinetta (and in Piedmont in general) we do not irrigate.
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In moderation, a bit of stress on the vineyard is actually a good thing. The roots of a vine
under slight hydric stress are forced to dig deep into the ground (some of our 50 year-old
Barbera vines go as deep as 10 meters
underground…), and in doing so pass through a
variety of layers of soil. Each of these different
layers contributes a characteristic minerality to
the wine and at such a depth the vines are
assured to find plentiful water supply as well.
This also helps to strengthen the vine itself so it
can continue to produce quality fruit for many
years. Oftentimes in drier years, the actual
grape berries are smaller (with a higher skin to
pulp ratio) and have higher sugar content,
resulting in rich, complex, concentrated wines.
Irrigation on the other hand, especially when
excessively implemented, can decrease the
overall quality of the grapes, and therefore the wines, by increasing yields. Many wineries in
the New World use just this method in order to produce more fruit and more wine, which they
are then able to sell at lower prices. Another
potential negative influence on quality is the
disruption of a wine’s natural expression of terroir.
One of the greatest things about producing wine
(and we are fortunate to be able to do so in such
exceptional areas of Piedmont and Tuscany) is that
each bottle is a reflection of the vineyard and what
that vineyard experienced throughout a particular
year - weather conditions, rainfall, etc.. Irrigation
can interfere too much with a vine’s natural
process, creating grapes and resulting wines that
are more “standard” in taste and style.
Obviously irrigation is more of an issue in the New
World winemaking regions like California, Chile, Australia, South Africa etc. where many of
these areas experience climatic conditions that would make it nearly impossible to grow grapes
without the use of additional water.
Further, the opportunity to actually control just how much water each vine receives, has
allowed producers in these regions to produce styles of wines that are for the most part
consistent from year to year, hardly taking into account the variation in a particular vintage.
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That’s fine, and there is certainly a portion of the market that is looking for those types of
wines, but it not only seems like a pity to miss out on the unique expression of a wine from
vintage to vintage, it also seems irresponsible towards human kind to waste so much drinking
water in order to make a bottle of wine.
Irrigation has been known to cause ecological
problems like waterlogging and the production of
additional wastewater, not to mention the waste
of already limited global water resources. The
decision regarding the amount of water to use
and when involves a complicated formula taking
into account factors like temperature, humidity,
soil type, grape variety and trellising systems.
Although many wineries have become more
efficient in the methods employed, a huge
amount of water is necessary to irrigate even
just one hectare of vineyard. A study by UC Davis regarding irrigation of grapevines in the
San Joaquin Valley in California reports that at the peak of the irrigation period (the central
week of July) 47,217 liters/hectare (5,050 gallons/acre) per day are required (2). Obviously
the amount of water needed per vine depends on the vineyard density, but in any case, that is
a lot of water and translates to approximately 300 to 400 liters for one bottle of wine.
Historically, the European Union has regulated the use of irrigation in viticulture, banning it for
the most part. However, in recent years some countries have relaxed their individual policies,
Italy included. In many parts of Italy, from Friuli to Sicily, vineyard irrigation is applied, albeit
generally on a very limited basis and after careful consideration of the consequences.
Until April of this year, the d.o.c. and d.o.c.g. regulations prohibited irrigation for our
vineyards. That changed, however, on April 19 when Italy’s Minister of Agriculture passed a
decree (number 6858 – 19 April 2013) allowing emergency irrigation for d.o.c., d.o.c.g. and
i.g.t. wines that are currently dry farmed (3). (The circular is careful to point out, however,
that irrigation is to be used only in extreme situations and not as a means to force or increase
yields.) In any case, the issue is controversial and undoubtedly complicated, and likely, as in
most cases, there is not a definite right or wrong way of doing things. For now, however,
wines in Piedmont are produced without irrigation – in respect of tradition, the terroir, and the
environment – and at La Spinetta they always will be.

1.T. Stevenson "The Sotheby's Wine Encyclopedia" p. 15 Dorling Kindersley 2005 ISBN 0-7566-1324-8
2. http://cetulare.ucdavis.edu/files/82043.pdf
3.http://www.assoenologi.it/main/pdf/circolare_6858_19_aprile2013_irrigazione_soccorso.pdf
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Cooking Piedmontese with Giovanna Rivetti
Giovanna Rivetti, our "vineyard manager" and our "in-house chef" was born in 1947. She
learned vineyard work from her father and work in the kitchen from her mother. Both parents
taught Giovanna skills that have become treasured assets at La Spinetta.
In each newsletter, Giovanna shares one of her secret recipes with us. Today she is teaching
us how to make “Cinghiale al Sugo” (wild boar ragu), a favorite dish of a Piedmont hunter’s
wife, which also happens to go hand in hand with a great
bottle of Barolo Campe…
The recipe below serves 4 people:
Ingredients:
1 kg wild boar
3 tablespoons olive oil
2 cloves garlic
1 small onion
1 celery stalk
1 carrot
3-4 sage leaves
200 g small diced fresh tomatoes
2 glasses white wine (preferably Lidia Chardonnay - then
one may finish the rest of the bottle while cooking…)
Vegetable broth, pepper and salt
The preparation is relatively simple, though perhaps a bit more time consuming than
Giovanna’s other recipes.
First, cut the wild boar into small pieces and fry the meat for 8 minutes in a pan (without
adding anything). Giovanna says this process will help eliminate a bit of the wild taste of the
meat. Peel the garlic, cut it in small pieces and sauté briefly (about two minutes) in a separate
pan with a tablespoon of olive oil.
Clean and chop the celery, carrot and onion into small pieces and add, along with the sage, to
the garlic in the pan. Add the meat and fry again for 8 minutes. Pour in the white wine and
add pepper and salt. Cook until the wine has evaporated and then add the diced tomatoes.
Cover the pan and cook for 15 minutes on low until the sauce has thickened.
Continue to cook the meat for another 90 minutes, while gradually adding vegetable broth to
keep the meat moist.
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You may serve the “Cinghiale al Sugo” with pasta (preferably Papardelle) or with yellow corn
polenta, and of course a bottle of Campe.
By the way, Giovanna says that when you reheat the cinghiale the next day, it even tastes
better then the day before…
Buon appetito!

The late harvest delayed the release of the 2010 One Liters… but rest
assured the long wait was worth it …
They are finally ready and available for you to enjoy: 2010 vintage of Barbera Bionzo and
Gallina, Pin, and the three Barbaresco Cru (Starderi, Valeirano and Gallina) as well as the 2009
Barolo Campe.

We think that the 2010 vintage in Piedmont was one of the best vintages of the past 10 years,
especially for somebody who likes more classic expressions of great Nebbiolo with an emphasis
on structure, solid tannins and amazing length. Our opinion might sound somewhat contrary to
what some renowned journalist had proclaimed regarding the vintage, but after having
released the 2010s at the beginning of this year (in 0,75l formats), we have had ample
opportunity to taste and see for ourselves that the 2010 vintage at La Spinetta does indeed
deserve an applause. The 2010 Barberas also show wonderful fruit, supported by a noticeable,
but well-balanced, acidity.
Those who are fans of smoother vintages, in which the grapes enjoyed more heat and
sunshine, should definitely try the 2009 Barolo Campe with its expressive nose of candied
violets, blackberry and chocolate. The Campe is powerful and luscious in the mouth with
phenomenal red fruit that lasts forever, perfected with firm tannins and well-integrated acidity.
Send an e-mail to Anja to ask about pricing with shipping costs.
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Where you can find us (Giorgio) this year…
Here are some dates and events around the globe, where you can run into Giorgio and our
wines. For further information please contact Anja: anja@laspinetta.com

USA:
October 30th, Wednesday:
Wine & Dine with Giorgio, A Voce restaurant Manhattan
October 31st, Thursday:
Wine Seminar with Giorgio, Brooklyn Wine Exchange
November 1sy, Friday:
Wine & Dine with Giorgio, Bar Sugo Norwalk, CT
November 2nd, Saturday:
Wine & Dine with Giorgio, Noto’s Grand Rapids, MI
November 6th, Wednesday:
Wine & Dine with Giorgio, Sassi Scottsdale, AZ

Switzerland:
November 13th, Wednesday:
Casual wine & food evening with Giorgio, VeroVino Bern
November 14th, Thursday:
Wine & Dine with Giorgio, Bahnhoefli Wikon
November 15th, Friday:
Wine & Dine with Giorgio Hotel Moosegg, Emmenmatt
November 16th, Saturday:
Wine & Dine with Giorgio, Hotel Bad Bubendorf
December 5th, Thursday:
Switzerland: Wine & Dine with Giorgio, Vier Tiere Zurich

Germany:
December 4th, Wednesday:
Wine & Dine with Giorgio, San Felice, Karlsruhe

